c/o German-Israeli Chamber of Industry & Commerce (AHK Israel), Sharbat House, 9th Floor, 4 Kaufmann St., IL-68012 Tel-Aviv
Tel.: +972-3-6806800, Fax: +972-3-6133528, E-Mail: info@betatec.org Web: www.betatec.org

Placement Opportunity
Undergraduate (BA) student:
Graduate (MA) student:

☒
☒

Reference:
Company Name:
Company Type: (Startup/Mature/…)
Location: (full address)
Stay Duration: (min 2, max 6 months)

F2-01
F2 Capital
Venture Capital / Startup Accelerator
9th Rothschild Blvd, Tel Aviv
3-6 months

Company Description:
F2 Capital is the leading seed stage venture capital fund for frontier technology companies in Israel. At F2, we believe that
the most scalable and impactful venture investments are software-enabled businesses that harness big data, AI, and
Connectivity; unlock innovation starved markets; and engage customers on emerging platforms. F2 fills a gap in the
market in Israel to back the best of these companies before traditional VCs are ready to invest. Eddy Shalev, Jonathan
Saacks and Barak Rabinowitz lead F2 Capital, providing exceptional founders with the guidance, network, and capital
that it takes to scale into global leaders. F2 Capital runs The Junction, Israel’s first pre-seed startup program.
For more info please visit www.f2vc.com
Job Description and Tasks:






Actively participate in meeting with startups in our investment pipeline
Take part in the funds deal flow operations
Source deals into the funds pipeline
Conduct market analysis on a various topic
Conduct competition analysis on a given topic, market or company

Essential Requirements:







Be super organized and punctual
Be a team player and also know to fly solo on some tasks
Out of the box thinking and initiatives taking
BA/MS in business or similar domain
Technical background (preferred)
Startup / VC experience (preferred)

Remuneration Details:





Central location in the heart of Tel Aviv
Startup lifestyle and ecosystem exposure
Young and vibrant team to work with
Lunch and transportation expenses will be covered

Chairman: Mickey Steiner
Vice Chairmen: Wolfgang Hisserich, Eran Vanounou

 מיקי שטיינר:יו"ר
 ערן ונונו, וולפגנג היסריך:סגני יו"ר

